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INTRODUCTION

Many people are surprised when they learn that beaver live in

Kansas, for, in the minds of most people, beaver are associated with

the mountains. Nevertheless much of the early exploration of Kan-

sas was done by traders and trappers in the course of their search

for beaver. The intensive and continued trapping soon greatly de-

creased the population of beaver, and the animal for a time was

threatened with extinction. Protection, natural dispersal, and

transplantation account for re-establishment of the beaver in parts

of Kansas where it was killed out.
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Fig. 1. This typical Kansas Beaver (Castor canadensis inissouricnsis) was
captured on January 9, 1960, on Mud Creek approximately 1 mile north of
Midland in Douglas County, Kansas. This adult female weighed 52 pounds.

X Vi- Photo by George Latham.

The beaver
( Fig. 1

) is the largest of the several hundred kinds of

rodents in the United States. Among mammals the beaver is sec-

ond only to man in altering the natural environment to suit the needs

of the species. The tools of the beaver include its four, bright,

orange, incisor teeth that grow continually throughout the life of

the beaver. The back side of the incisors wears away and the

harder front surface remains; this forms a beveled edge that is

kept sharpened through continued use (Fig. 2). These opposed

(5)
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pairs of chisels are used effectively by the beaver in cutting saplings

and in felling even large trees and then are used in removing the

outer dead bark and in stripping off and cutting loose the inner

growing layer of bark that constitutes the principal food of beaver.

The beaver pushes, pulls, digs and grapples by means of its fore-

FiG. 2. Skull and left lower jaw of Beaver (Castor
canadensis missouriensis), 2/2 miles east, 1 mile south
of Osawatomie, Miami County. Kansas, adult female.
No. 81772 KU, X %• Note beveled edge of incisor

teeth that are kept sharp tlarough continued use.

paws. The distinctive flat scaly tail is used as a prop while sitting,

for warning by slapping the surface of the water when the beaver

dives in alarm, and as a rudder when the animal swims. The
beaver is an aquatic animal. The webbed hind feet are used to

propel the animal through the water. A peculiar double toenail

found on the second toe of each hind foot
( Fig. 3 )

is used to comb
and distribute oil on the fur. The lips close behind the incisors to

exclude water from the mouth while the beaver works underwater.

The valvular ears and nostrils are closed when the beaver is sub-

merged. The color of the fur is dark brown but in beaver in Kan-
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sas ranges from light brown to black, being slightly paler on the

underside than on the back and sides. Most adults weigh between

30 and 50 pounds, but larger individuals are often reported taken

in Kansas. A 97-pound beaver was found dead on Salt Creek, in

Cloud County, Kansas, by H. D. Byrne, District Game Protector,

in the fall of 1951 ( Byrne, 1954, in litt. )
. There is no external dif-

ference between the sexes, except that the two pairs of mammae

(teats) are visible in females during late pregnancy and when the

young are nursing. Beaver are nocturnal and seldom work in day-

light. They are peaceful animals and even when trapped or

cornered rarely show fight.

Few other animals engender greater popular or aesthetic interest

in the public mind than do beaver. The relationship of beaver to

the land and to other wildlife is of great significance. This signifi-

FiG. 3. Combing claw on second digit of left hind foot of beaver approx-

imately IM years old. Buck Creek, Jefferson County, Kansas. Foot X '2-

cance plus the monetary return from beaver pelts puts the beaver

high on the list of wildlife resources in Kansas. The preparation

of this bulletin was undertaken with the aim of creating a better

understanding of the beaver's role in the modern fauna of Kansas,

and to create sentiment favoring its conservation. Four objectives

were settled upon as follows:

( 1 ) Assembling a record of the history of beaver in Kausas.

(2) Indicating the economic status of beaver in Kansas.

(3) Making a contribution to knowledge of the ecology of the Kansas

beaver.

(4) Recording proven methods of trapping and pelting beaver.

In June, 1959, intensive study was begun to organize material

for this bulletin. No other study dealing exclusively with beaver

has been made in Kansas, and many of the statements beyond are

based on conclusions of workers who studied beaver in other
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states. Some information was gathered between 1950 and 1956

while the author spent several months working for the state as

a beaver trapper. Unless otherwise indicated, photographs were

taken by the author.
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SUBSPECIES

The one living genus of beaver, Castor, is found in North America

and Eurasia. Castor fiber of Europe and Asia closely resembles the

North American Castor canadensis in size and appearance.
The species Castor canadensis is composed of a number of

actually or potentially interbreeding geographic variants—subspe-
cies. Hibbard (1933) and Black (1938) thought (1) that the

beaver found in Kansas when Whiteman first arrived was the sub-

species Castor canadensis carolinensis of the eastern United States,

(2) that the subspecies carolinensis was extirpated by Whiteman
before 1900, and

(
3

)
that by 1920 another subspecies. Castor cana-

densis missouriensis, invaded the state from the northwest. Also

it is rumored that beaver were introduced from other states into

Kansas after all the native stock had been trapped out. Cockrum

(1952) and Hall (1955) suggested that beaver in Kansas today

probably are descendants of the native beaver, Castor canadensis

missouriensis, that remained in isolated colonies in the north-central

and northwestern parts of the State. In the late 40's Hall compared
skulls and skins of beaver taken in eastern Kansas after 1940 with

corresponding material from Nebraska and the Dakotas. He de-

tected no differences and used the name C c. missouriensis. In 1960
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J. Knox Jones, Jr., E. Raymond Hall, and I compared skulls of beaver

collected in eastern Kansas in the period 1873-1906, beaver from

the same area that had been collected in the period 1920-1960, five

topotypes of C. c. carolinensis (used by S. N. Rhoads in preparing

the original description) from North Carolina, and finally skulls of

two adults from Talbot County, Georgia. We could not detect any
differences between the two lots of specimens from Kansas collected

before and after 1907. Except that specimens (AMNH 99403 and

KU 39455
)
from Georgia were slightly larger than those of the same

age of the same sex from South Carolina, we could not detect any
differences thought to be significant between those two lots of speci-

mens. But, in comparing the specimens from South Carolina and

Georgia with those from eastern Kansas the latter were found to

have the bony tube ( external auditory canal
)
that extends laterally

from the auditory bulla of greater diameter (externally and in-

ternally), and the distal fourth of that tube was more curved with

the result that the distal end was more anterodorsal in position. It is

concluded that the beaver now in eastern Kansas are descendants

of native stock that was not completely eliminated in the eastern

half of Kansas in the period 1870-1890, and that the correct sub-

specific name of the beaver of Kansas is Castor canadensis missouri-

ensis V. Bailey. Skins of freshly caught beaver of native C c. caro-

linensis and C. c. missouriensis need to be compared in order to

learn if the two subspecies differ in color.

DISTRIBUTION AND NUMBERS
From October, 1959, through January, 1960, approximately 340

man-hours were sj^ent obtaining information on the distribution and

numbers of beaver in Kansas. Time or funds available did not allow

one man accurately to census beaver in each of the 105 counties in

Kansas. Two counties, Ellis and Douglas, were selected for in-

tensive study. The remaining 103 counties were visited and the

number of beaver in each was estimated on the basis of reports from

county residents, available habitat and data gathered by spot checks

on major streams.

Counting the numbers of colonies along a given stream and esti-

mating the number of beaver in each colony is a practical way to

determine beaver population. Three methods of censusing beaver

colonies were employed. These were: (1) Cruising a stream by
boat or canoe in October and November and counting the active

colonies (as evidenced by food caches and/or isolated areas of

activity); (2) flying in an airplane at an air speed of between 100-
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Fig. 4. Beaver dam, as seen from 200 feet in airplane, in Smoky Hill River

approximately 13 miles south and % mile east of Ellis, Ellis County, Kansas.

View is south across river flowing east.

95°|30'

39 00

38°45' 38*45'

DOUGLAS CO.

Fig. 5. Douglas County, Kansas, showing streams on which beaver were

found in the winter of 1959-1960. A black dot represents a place where one

beaver or more lived.
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120 miles per hour at altitudes of between 100 to 200 feet, and

counting beaver colonies as indicated by food caches and fresh cut-

tings; (3) traveling overland and spot checking the stream at two-

mile intervals and interviewing landowners living along the par-

ticular stream.

These methods were tested on three streams where the beaver

abundance is believed to be about equal. Nineteen beaver colonies

were counted on approximately 14 miles of the Wakarusa River

between a point 6/2 miles west and VA miles south of Iowa and 23rd

Streets, Lawrence, Douglas County, Kansas, to another point 2

miles south and '^ mile east of Iowa and 23rd streets, by cruising the

stream without the aid of a motor. This required approximately

7/2 hours and the cost of the operation was $16.87 which included

only one man's salary. The cost was $7.76 per 10 colonies counted.

39«0C! 39"00

se-^s 38°45:

ELLIS CO.

Fig. 6. Ellis County, Kansas, showing streams on which beaver were found
in the winter ot 1959-1960. A black dot represents a place where one beaver

or more lived.
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Seventy-five beaver colonies were counted in 32 minutes from the

air along the Smoky Hill River that runs for 54.1 miles in Ellis

County, Kansas. The cost for the 32 minutes was approximately

$9.12 which included salary of observer, pilot and cost of operation

of rented plane (Cessna 172). The cost was $1.22 per 10 colonies

counted.

On streams where censusing by canoe, boat or airplane was dif-

ficult due to stream conditions such as on the Saline River, inter-

views with landowners and spot checks made along the river's 49-

mile course in Ellis County adequately indicated the relative abun-

dance of beaver on the stream. This operation required approxi-

mately eight hours and cost $25.62 which includes the salary of

Table 1.—Data on Beaver in Autumn of 1959 in Douglas County, Kansas.
Length of Streams Measured by Means of Cartometer on U. S. G. S.

Topographic Map.

Name of stream

Mud Creek
Kansas River

Oakley Creek

Spring Creek
Coon Creek
Baldwin Creek
Wakarusa River ...

Cole Creek

Spring Creek
Little Wakarusa

Creek
Coleman Creek ....

Captain Creek

Spring Creek
East Fork Tauy

Middle Tauy Creek

Eight Mile Creek..
Elk Creek
Rock Creek

Washington Creek.
Unnamed creeks . . .

West Fork Tauy
Creek

Chicken Creek. . . .

Wymore Creek ....

Yankee Tank Creek
Coon Creek
Deer Creek

Dry Creek

Length
in

miles

5.2
34.4
2.8
3.6
7.2
6.8

43.6
4.

4.

.0

.8

18.0
3.6
20.8
1.2

1.6
2.8
4.0
3.2

24.4
17.2
2.2

5.2
6
1.2
5.2
4.0
4.8
4.0

241.8

Number
of colonies

found

5
56
1

1

1

46
3

1

3

1

7

1

6
7
2

1

2
6
2

152

Estimated
number of

colonies

5
56
2
2

3
3

46
4
3

6
1

10

1

10
10
2

5
3
8
3

183

Estimated
number of

beaver

25
280
10
10
15
15

230
20
15

30
5

50

5
50
50
10

25
15
40
15

915

Method
of

censusing

Airplane
Airplane
Spot check

Boat

Spot check
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one man and cost of operation of one vehicle. Out of the 27 spot

checks made, 24 beaver colonies were counted and all five land-

ovi'ners interviewed indicated beaver to be numerous along the

river. The cost was $10.68 per ten colonies counted but only $5.01

per ten colonies estimated. This method does not provide data

so accurate as does method one or method two.

Censusing by airplane (Fig. 4) proved to be an inexpensive
and quick method whereas censusing by means of a boat proved
to be the most reliable. Both of these methods should be used.

The third method must be used when conditions on a stream pre-

vent use of the other two methods.

Denney's (1952) study indicated that there are approximately
five beaver per colony in the United States. For the purpose of

my study the number of colonies was multiplied by five to deter-

mine numbers of beaver in each county of Kansas.

Approximately 242 miles of streams are suitable for beaver in

Douglas County. Most of the beaver are on the two larger rivers,

the Kansas River and the Wakarusa River. As shown in Figure 5,

beaver colonies were found also along smaller streams including:

Captain Creek, Cole Creek, Spring Creek, Little Wakarusa Creek,

Washington Creek, Rock Creek, Dry Creek, Deer Creek, Coon

Creek, and Mud Creek. Beaver were found on still smaller un-

named streams. The author found 152 colonies in Douglas County
and almost certainly there are more. Table 1 shows each stream

with data pertaining to its length, number of colonies found, esti-

mated number of colonies, method of census and number of beaver

per stream. The estimated number of colonies in Douglas County
is 200 or one colony per 1.2 miles of suitable stream.

The total miles of stream suitable for beaver occupancy in Ellis

County was found to be approximately 162.0. As shown in Figure 6,

Ellis County lacks small streams suitable for beaver and most of the

beaver were found on the three major streams: The Saline River,

the Smoky Hill River, and Big Creek. Beaver were found also

on North Fork Creek, Wanmadden Creek, Big Timber Creek, Eagle
Creek and Duck Creek, but the colonies of beaver on each of these

creeks with the exception of those on North Fork Creek were within

one mile of the main tributary into which the small stream feeds.

Table 2 shows the data pertaining to each stream in relation to

beaver abundance. One hundred and thirty-three colonies were

located in Ellis County. Since spot checking was used on both
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Table 2.—Data on Beaver in the Autumn of 1959 in Ellis County,
Kansas. Length of Streams Measured by Means of Cartometer on

U. S. G. S. Topographic Map.

Name of stream
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shoreline of Kirwin Reservoir. Several state, county and city lakes

support colonies of beaver. Some of these lakes are: State lakes

in Crawford, Scott, Kingman, Ottawa, McPherson, Miami and Gra-

ham counties; county lakes in Douglas, Johnson, Stafford, Pratt, and

Sedgwick counties; and city lakes near Gardner and Olathe. Beaver

often establish colonies on smaller lakes, such as the Strip-Mine
Lakes in southeastern Kansas. One colony in Ellis County lived in

a farm pond having 3 acres of surface and another colony in Johnson

County lived in a farm pond having less than one acre of surface.

Beaver were found along all the principal rivers in Kansas, in both

the Missouri and Arkansas river basins. Considering the five major
river systems, the Missouri, the Kansas-Smoky Hill-Republican sys-

tem, the Marais des Cygnes, the Arkansas, and the Cimarron, beaver

are most abundant on the Kansas-Smoky Hill-Republican system
and least abundant on the Cimarron system. The principal streams

in each of the Kansas counties are listed in Table 5 on pages 65-82.

Those streams known to support beaver are marked with an asterisk.

Beaver probably re-established themselves too short a time ago
in Kansas to have yet explored all streams suitable for occupancy.
No systematic records were kept of the numerous transplantings

between 1930 and 1959; therefore, it is impossible to evaluate the

relative effects of transplantation, natural movements of beaver,

and limitations of habitat. At least fifteen counties now lacking

large populations of beaver probably have suitable habitat to sup-

port such populations. These counties are: Harvey, Lyon, Chase,

Butler, Morris, Marion, Chautauqua, Greenwood, Woodson, Elk,

Harper, Barber, Comanche, Clark, and Kiowa.

Of the 105 counties in Kansas, permanent populations of beaver

are found in 100. The map. Fig. 7, shows the number of beaver

estimated to exist in Kansas. The number of beaver in the state as

a whole is conservatively estimated to be at least 23,000.
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HISTORY

The earliest known fossil beaver lived in the Oligocene Epoch,
40 to 50 million years ago. According to the Paleontologist, Stirton

( 1935 : chart 2
) ,

the origin of our present day beaver, Castor, is not

definitely known. Steneofiber, appearing in the middle Oligocene

Epoch of Europe, has been identified as the first known ancestor of

the modern beaver (Warren, 1927). Steneofiber is not known to

have lived in North America, and therefore if Castor is descended
from Steneofiber, Castor probably immigrated from Eurasia across

the land bridge that from time to time spanned the existing Bering
Strait, between Alaska and Siberia. Further evidence to support
this theory is that bones of the genus Castor first appeared in the

fossil record in the Pliocene Epoch, one to ten million years ago in

Europe, but in North America records first appeared later in the

Pleistocene deposits (laid down less than a million years ago).
A giant beaver skull, shown in Fig. 8, was found three and one-

half miles southwest of Boicourt, Linn County, Kansas, around 1900

and the skull is on display at the Museum of Natural History at the

University of Kansas at Lawrence. In the Upper Pleistocene, Castor

was widespread in North America. The giant beaver that also lived

then belonged to the genus Castorides, subfamily Castoridinae, and
was exclusively a North American mammal. Other specimens have
been found in many parts of the country from central New York to

the Great Plains, north to Minnesota and south to Florida
( Warren,

1927). Entire skeletons of the giant beaver measuring seven and
one-half feet long have been uncovered (Lane, 1947). Hay (1914)
believed that large specimens probably reached a length of eight
or even nine feet.

(17)
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What was supposed to be the house of a giant beaver was dis-

covered near New Knoxville, Ohio, in 1889 (Warren, 1927:15). The
house was approximately eight feet square, between three and four

feet high and built of willow poles averaging three inches in

diameter laid in the manner in which beaver lodges are constructed

at the present time. The giant beaver's habits probably closely re-

sembled those of the modern beaver. The giant beaver probably
built huge dams across the Pleistocene streams of Kansas.

Prior to the time of the arrival of the Whiteman the beaver popu-
lation of the entire Western Hemisphere probably had adjusted

Fig. 8. The now extinct Giant Beaver (skull on the right, No. 3196 K. U.)
Hved in the Marais des Cygnes River Valley, years ago. The skull on the left

is that of a present day beaver taken from the Marais des Cygnes River in 1956

(No. 81772 K. U.).

itself to the environment, and within limits was subject to much
the same controls as were the other species of mammals, man in-

cluded. Of course no one can say for certain how many beaver

lived in the territory that now comprises the state of Kansas before

the coming of the Whiteman, but a figure of 50,000 would not seem

to be excessive in comparison to the population today and in view

of conditions believed to have existed then.

Before the arrival of the Caucasians in North America three

tribes of Indians are thought to have lived permanently on Kansas

soil, and other tribes are thought to have frequently hunted here.
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The Pawnee made their permanent home in the western half of the

state, the Kansas Indians hved mostly in the northeastern quarter

and the Osage Indians lived in the southeastern quarter. Beaver

meant many things to the different tribes. The Osage and Pawnee
each named one dixision of their tribe, "The Beaver People." In-

dians had many traditions and legends pertaining to beaver. Most

of the legends concerning beaver dealt in some manner with the

creation of the world. Some tribes possessed the medicine bundle

known as the beaver bundle, which was supposed to have super-
natural powers. The Indians killed beaver for food and used their

skins for clothing; but the Indians attached no special trade value

to them before the time of the Whiteman.

The Indians used bows and arrows, spears, snares and deadfalls

to obtain beaver. Sometimes the Indian would set his snare and

then hide a short distance away. Attached to the snare was a

rattle made of dried deer hoofs, which informed the Indian that the

snare had been sprung. The Indian then could kill the captured
animal with a spear or club. According to McCracken and Cleve

(1947:3) the Indian's snares sometimes were woven into the form

of nets. Such a device was popular among the Indians for trap-

ping beaver. The net was generally about twelve feet long, six

feet deep, and of four-inch mesh; a draw cord around the edge,
when pulled, brought the net together forming a closed bag. The
net was set in the underwater path used by the beaver in leaving
their den. When the net was in place, the Indian would break

into the den and the fleeing animals would become entangled in the

net and drown.

The human population was then not large enough to exert harm-
ful pressure upon the beaver population as a whole nor did there

exist the incentive or the means for rapidly harvesting more beaver

than were needed. This was drastically changed by the coming
of the Caucasians who brought an iron-age economy into a conti-

nent that was dominated by a stone age culture. The Whiteman's
invasion of North America not only altered the natural conditions,

but soon caused the Indians to modify their own ideas (Presnall,

1943).

The first Whitemen to visit Kansas were Spaniards, who came by
way of Mexico in 1541. They later settled in what is now New
Mexico, and probably were the only Whitemen to trade with the

Indians of Kansas for one hundred years thereafter. The Spaniards
traded with the Indians for beaver and other pelts giving in ex-

change knives, axes and sheet steel, which the Indians used for
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making arrow points. According to Chittenden (1935) the Span-
iards never figured prominently in the American fur trade, because

their operations were Hmited to the southwest.

Bright (1956:16-30) indicates that the French entered the terri-

tory now comprising the state of Kansas around 1719 when Charles

du Tisne negotiated with Indians. The Mallet brothers were in

Kansas in 1739. Almost certainly the French traded with the In-

dians in this period.

The most important factor in the early fur trade was the presence
of the Indians. They controlled the whole system of conducting

business. To a considerable extent the Indians were themselves

the producers, for they trapped the fur and traded the pelts in

exchange for whatever the French had brought to trade.

Up until 1775 the fur trade in Kansas was carried on by rival

traders, mostly Frenchmen. Soon afterwards new competitors,

Americans of British origin, like James McKay, Andrew Todd and

John Evans entered the trade. Beaver pelts were used as a medium
of exchange. Frontiersmen like Daniel Boone, George Morgan, and

Davy Crockett pressed across Kansas and into the mountains where

new supplies of beavers were discovered. The rivers of Kansas soon

became trails to the far west. In 1786, Auguste and Pierre Chouteau

established trading posts along the major rivers of Kansas. Explora-

tions of Lewis and Clark, Pike, Long, Fremont and Becknell en-

couraged the exploration of the fur resources of the West. Men
such as Jim Bridger, Kit Carson, Sharp Grover, Billy Comstock,

Billy Williams, Pierre Trudeau, Ben Clark and an increasing number

of other trappers intensively harvested beaver pelts.

Between 1800 and 1850 a number of events tremendously affected

the Kansas beaver population. The Indians gradually became de-

pendent upon the ways of the Whitemen. In 1825 Kansas was a

large section of the area termed Indian Territory by Congress, and

many of the eastern tribes were forced to migrate into this territory.

Although these immigrants and the native Indians were somewhat

civilized they continued to live mostly on deer, elk, and buffalo, and

to barter beaver pelts. In 1823 steel traps, previously almost un-

known, became an industrial product of this country. The steel trap

enabled the beaver trapper greatly to increase his yearly catch. In

1829, Frederick Chouteau took 400 fur packs to St. Louis. These

pelts were taken on the Kansas River and its tributaries. The packs

contained beaver, otter and muskrat and were worth not less than

$100,000 on the St. Louis market. Had the packs contained all

beaver, the cargo would have been worth $208,000.
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Most of the beaver pelts were shipped to Europe. Until 1842 in

Europe beaver fur was used principally for making felt for the

manufacture of beaver hats, which then were popular. As early as

1638, Charles I of England issued a proclamation prohibiting the

use of any material except pure beaver wool in the manufacture of

such hats. The introduction of the silk hat reduced the early
American fur trade to an all-time low. In 1846 one beaver pelt on

the London market sold for only 85^; in 1839 the same pelt would
have sold for $5.87. The decline in the fur trade should have bene-

fited the beaver population. Although the trade slowed down, the

only way of life for a considerable number of Whitemen and Indians

was hunting and trapping. Grinnell (1923:67) states that when
beaver trapping ceased to be profitable, many American and French

trappers left the mountains and settled along the Arkansas River

in what is now Colorado. By 1846 the population of the beaver in

Kansas was probably not much higher than 20,000.

From 1850 to 1900 the beaver population dwindled steadily as

trappers continued to take beaver from Kansas waters. This con-

tributed to the near extermination of the beaver. A common prac-
tice was the trapping of beaver in two seasons a year, in autumn
and again in spring. In winter the climate was too severe for

effective trapping of beaver, the peril of travel was extreme, streams

were frozen over, and the activity of the beaver was greatly re-

duced. The cold of winter seems to add quality to the fur, and pelts

taken in spring are fully prime.

Competition soon caused trappers to take fur in all seasons and

to leave no beaver in many streams. Knox (1875:22) reported that

beaver were common along most of the large streams, but were

getting scarce in the eastern part of the state. Kellogg ( 1915, un-

published manuscript) reported that Mr. Jay Swink who trapped
near Timber Canyon Ranch in Scott County collected nearly two
hundred beaver pelts from creeks in that vicinity in 1884. Baker

(1889:57) wrote that the beaver in western Kansas was rapidly

disappearing.

According to Cockrum (1952), Mr. Billy Wilson and two compan-
ions spent several months trapping for furbearers in north-central

and northeastern Kansas in 1899-1900. They left Fairbury, Ne-

braska, and went downstream on the Little Blue to the Big Blue,

upstream on the Big Blue to the Kansas-Nebraska line, then down
stream again to the Kansas River and down that stream to Law-

rence, Kansas. The only fresh sign of beaver seen on the trip was
that of one family of beaver on the Little Blue above Manhattan at
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the mouth of Walnut Creek. However, in talks with other trappers
Wilson heard of scattered colonies of beaver on the Republican
River.

In 1905 Lantz wrote that beaver were common along some

streams of Kansas as late as 1880 but that beaver had become rare.

Dyche (1907) reported that there was no law protecting beaver

and that the old beaver trappers would travel one hundred miles to

get just one last beax'er, each trapper making the excuse that if he

does not catch the last beaver, the other fellow will. On Novem-
ber 12, 1907, a beaver was trapped near Lawrence, Douglas County,
Kansas. At that time this beaver was believed to have been the

last beaver in Kansas. Nevertheless between 400 and 500 beaver

probably were left in isolated colonies in the north-central and

northwestern part of the state.

The first Kansas law protecting beaver was passed by the State

Legislature in 1911 and provided closed seasons for ten years from

the date of its enactment on March 25. Dr. E. Raymond Hall re-

ported that he saw fresh beaver sign on the Wakarusa River south

of Lawrence, Douglas County, Kansas, eight years later in 1919.

On March 21, 1921, Senate Bill 352, became law and provided for

a closed season on beaver until the Department of Game decided

otherwise. Later, in 1924, J. B. Doze (1924:19) reported that

beaver are "in the Republican, Saline, Arkansas and Solomon val-

leys, being more numerous in the Republican valley, where com-

plaints have been made against them."

In 1927 the legislature enacted a law requiring fur dealers to

purchase licenses. This law eliminated much illegal trapping.

Also in 1927 a law was enacted to protect beaver dens and dams
from being destroyed by trappers. In 1929 permits were issued

to landowners to trap and sell beaver pelts, but probably many
complaints were made in order to trap and sell the pelts rather

than because of damage by the beaver.

In the Third Biennial Report of the Kansas Forestry, Fish and

Game Commission (Clapp, 1930) it was recorded that beaver

were then doing considerable damage along the Republican, Blue,

Solomon, Saline, Smoky Hill and Kansas rivers. Landowners in

several instances were unable to catch the beaver; therefore the

Game Commission hired eleven trappers on a full-time basis, pay-

ing each one-half of the total price of the pelts taken by him. Only
three of the eleven men were able to take enough beaver to make
the program worthwhile to them. The Game Commission was si-
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multaneously receiving numerous complaints of beaver damage
and requests for beaver stocking from south-central and eastern

Kansas. Operations were begun in 1930 to transplant beaver in the

state. No records were kept and in 1930 the Third Biennial Report

reported that the system of transplanting beaver was not satis-

factory because the transplanted beaver would not remain where

they were released.

Subsequently the Game Commission continued to employ trap-

pers at a salary of one half of the take, to allow some landowners

to take beaver upon permit, and to permit Game Protectors to pelt

beaver. Those pelts were sold at public auction by the state.

From 1930 to 1950 the Commission transplanted beaver from one

section of the state to another. In this period the beaver population

continued to increase and spread. Cammack ( 1932 ) reported that

beaver were increasing. Strong in 1935 reported that complaints

against beaver were mounting as their population continued to

increase. In 1936 Hans reported that the number of beaver was

enormous. According to Roy Wall (1939) a careful survey was

made in the months of November and December, 1937, and the

beaver population of Kansas was conservatively estimated at 1,500.

Most of these were reported to be in the two northern tiers of

counties extending from the Colorado line east to Marshall and

Pottawatomie counties. Some beaver were found east and south

of this more heavily populated area.
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In 1941 the Eighth Biennial Report of the Kansas Forestry, Fish

and Game Commission (Josserand, 1941) recorded that pubhc
opinion concerning the management of beaver was widely divided.

The report stated that transplanting beaver had been stopped and

that hired trappers were pelting all the beaver being taken from

areas where complaints were made against their activity.

The Tenth Biennial Report of the Commission (Anonymous,

1945) stated that some beaver were being transplanted and that

others were being pelted. In the winter 1946 state trappers pelted
406 beaver, and the Forestry, Fish and Game Commission paid the

trappers in the same period salaries totaling $3,092.52. The Com-

z3^/4.

mission sold the same 406 pelts for $13,544.33. The number of trap-

pers and the salaries of each individual were not recorded with the

above information in the Eleventh Biennial Report of the Forestry,

Fish and Game Commission (Leahy, 1947).

In December and January of 1951-52 the Kansas Forestry, Fish

and Game Commission declared the first open season for trapping
beaver since the law protecting beaver was enacted in 1911. Ac-

cording to records of fur buyers, approximately 3,000 beaver were

trapped in the state that year. The reduction of the population

evidently was not great, for the Commission received many com-

plaints (Lutz, 1954, in litt.) in 1953 and 1954. In the absence of

information as to the proper preparation of beaver pelts, many
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trappers pelted beaver improperly. This resulted in an average loss

of several dollars per pelt (Hall, 1955:118). The beaver season was

again closed during 1952 and 1953. State trappers attempted to

eliminate beaver where they were causing damage. The Commis-
sion again opened the beaver season for the months of December
and January in 1954 and 1955, because of an increasing number of

complaints. Drought at the time may have concentrated the popu-
lation and aggravated the situation locally. Fur dealer reports indi-

cated that a total of 6,000 beaver were taken in the 1954-55 season.

The season was opened again in December and January of 1955-56.

In the autumn of 1956 landowners and some trappers were given

special permits to trap and sell beaver pelts from areas where beaver

were reportedly causing damage. Game Protectors trapped some
beaver where other trappers refused to trap the beaver because of

existing low prices received for pelts. According to Fred Warders,
Assistant Director of the Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commis-

sion, each district protector was instructed to sell pelts and turn

the money from the sale of these pelts into the Forestry, Fish and
Game headquarters at Pratt. This system was continued through
the 1956-57 and 1957-58 trapping seasons, but in the records at

Pratt I found an accounting for only ten beaver pelts for the 1956-57

season and 19 for the 1957-58 season. Almost certainly more beaver

were harvested. Once again in August, 1958, the Forestry, Fish

and Game Commission decided to open the beaver trapping to the

public. The season was set for January, 1959.

Faced with an increasing number of complaints and few people

willing to trap beaver, the Commission opened the beaver season

for the months of January and February, 1960. According to fur

buyers beaver pelts do not become prime until February in Kansas,

except possibly in the northwestern section of the state where they

may become prime in late January. Harvesting of unprime pelts

results in a loss of several dollars per pelt. Opening of the season

in January and February, when pelts would be prime, was an at-

tempt to encourage the taking of a larger number of beaver.

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE

An appraisal of the beaver's value should take into account not

only the monetary value of the pelts, but also the action of beaver

dams in preventing rapid runoff, conserving water, stabilizing stream

flow, decreasing erosion, and improving and creating habitats for

other species of wildlife. From 1951-59 beaver pelts taken in Kan-
sas continued to decline in price; consequently many trappers turned
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Table 3.—Price ^ of Blanket Beaver and Number ~ of Beaver Caught
IN Kansas in the Period 1929-1960

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942

$30 $27 $18 $11 $9 $14 $11 $11 $19 $15 $18 $25 $32 $29
66 280 30 368 292

1943 1944 1945 1946 1947-48 1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53

$35 $50 $35 $63 $36 $50 $40 $31 $35 $26
350 246 218 205 237 269 355 700 3000 700

1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960

$16 $22 $23 $21 $19 $14 $16 $20
400 6000 3416 10 19 1324 1222 3

1 From actual sales of Blanket beaver in New York City by New York Auc-
tion Co., Inc., and by United Fur Brokers. Prices received by the trappers for

Grade No. 1 skins should have been 107c less than those listed here on account
of a 3-5% sales commission in New York City and a 5-7% profit for the local

fur buyer. "Average lots" of pelts of all sizes, of No. 1 grade, sell for ap-
proximately one-fourth less per pelt than the Blanket size ( see page 62 ) .

2 Data on number of pelts are from State of Kansas Forestry, Fish and
Game Commission, which receives reports from local fur dealers.

3 Lacking reports from 4 of 46 licensed fur dealers.

their attention to other furbearers whose pelts yielded a higher
return. The vakie of beaver pelts is indicated in Table 3 for the

years 1929 through 1960.

In the latter part of the 1960 beaver trapping season, prices paid
for properly-handled pelts of blanket beaver increased to $20.

Indications are good for a continued incentive for trappers to har-

vest beaver from areas where game managers ascertain that the

supply is adequate.
The alterations, of the environment, caused by beaver may be

either beneficial or harmful to man and each case needs to be eval-

uated separately. The building of dams gives beaver economic im-

portance. In many places beaver dams built across streams raise

the water table. This increases the yields of grasses from land

adjacent to beaver ponds (Fig. 9). According to Mr. Richard Hol-

lister, owner of a ranch in Logan County, Kansas, after a pair of

beaver was released on a creek in one of his pastures the beaver

built several dams and from the resulting ponds cattle obtained a

water supply. Mr. Hollister said "When the food supply of the

beaver began getting low the beaver cut down some large cotton-

wood trees that I hoped would be saved, but then my cows don't

eat trees and as a result of the impounded water this pasture has

improved because of the increased grass yields and permanent water

supply."
I

I
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Farmers also draw irrigation water from beaver ponds and are

spared the expense of constructing dams of their own. This was

especially true during the recent drought years. During these years

there was considerable evidence that beaver rendered a valuable

service to cattlemen by building dams and holding water in small

streams that might otherwise have become dry in summer. Accord-

ing to Mr. Sid Sanders, who operates a farm along the north fork

of the Ninnescah River in Reno County, "There is a small tributary

of the river that runs near my house and prior to the time the beaver

appeared on this branch, it was normally dry by midsummer. Since

the beaver have been there, a steady flow is maintained throughout

. / .

=^ -^-*

Fig. 9. Beaver dams create ponds and thereby raise the level of the ground
water of adjacent land. Grass yields are higher as a result. Francis Jordan
(pictured) often fishes and swims in this beaver pond. Photo taken 1 mile

southeast of Russell Springs, Logan County, Kansas, August 22, 1959.

the summer months." Because of this conservation of water, Mr.

Sanders regards the beaver as a valuable asset to his farm.

Fishermen are well aware of the benefit from beaver impound-
ments that often provide the only good places to fish, especially on

small streams in the western half of the state. Deeper water im-

pounded by beaver normally results in: (1) A greater amount of

plankton, which increases the amount of food for fish; (2) winter

protection for fish; and ( 3 )
habitat where none existed before for a

variety of animals.
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The beaver has been called the original flood control engineer.

By building series of dams across small water courses he has helped
to control water levels and reduce floods on those streams. Beaver

keep dams in constant repair and the dams withstand the ravages
of minor fluctuations in stream flow. By building dams, beaver aid

materially in reducing soil erosion in certain areas. The running
water that enters a beaver pond slows down and automatically

drops its load of silt. In time, the pond fills up with silt, forms a

meadow and thus keeps the soil there. Otherwise, fine silt sus-

pended in running water would be carried far downstream and

perhaps on into the ocean.

The invasion of a stream by beaver usually results in an ecological

succession that provides habitats where increased numbers of plants

and animals can exist (Fig. 10). The water in beaver ponds pro-
vides fish of many kinds with spawning places and/or over-winter-

ing sites. The water is utilized by stock, deer, waterfowl, muskrat,

raccoon, mink, quail, pheasant, and many other kinds of wildlife.

The increased variety and amount of vegetation that normally

grows around a biologically balanced beaver pond furnishes habi-

tats for various insects, many of which are used as food by fish in

the pond. Shrews, meadow mice, and other small mammals invade

the area and become established. Ducks and other waterfowl find

nesting sites around the pond. As a result of flooding, some trees

die; their limbs soon break off and fall from the dead trunks and

allow the entrance of moisture and fungus, which form holes.

Woodpeckers drill other holes in the dead trunks. Those holes pro-

vide essential nesting sites for tree swallows, crested flycatchers,

bluebirds, titmice and other kinds of birds (Hall, 1955:116).
Even after beaver have abandoned a pond, their burrows become

homes for other kinds of wildlife. Sometimes well-built beaver dams
remain long after the beaver have left and the permanent pond
continues to serve the needs of other species of animals.

In places where the water is deep enough to meet the needs of

beaver without their having to build dams, the beaver affect plants

and other animals less than in areas where dams have to be built.

The activities of beaver may in some such places be detrimental to

man. The habit of digging burrows causes a variety of complaints.

Heavy farm implements driven along the edges of rivers or creeks

have broken through into the burrows. Man-made ponds are some-

times drained when beaver tunnel into the earthen dams. Beaver

dens and tunnels cave in and cause the banks of streams to cave in.

In one instance a calf fell into a den and died.

Other complaints generally fall into one or more of the following
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Fig. 10. Many animals benefit when a colony of beaver build dams thereby
creating ponds.
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categories: land is flooded (Fig. 11), too many trees are cut, crops

(mostly corn), are damaged, irrigation ditches are stopped. Other

complaints arise when fishermen find their bank lines cut by beaver,

or when commercial fishermen along the Missouri River find their

-««CT5\ r.\

Fig. 11. Roadway flooded by water that was backed up by beaver dam to the

right ol the picture. Flooding of land by beaver and their dams often causes

complaints. Photo taken 4 miles south of Antonio in Ellis County, Kansas, on
November 27, 1959.

nets damaged where a beaver has become entangled and cut its

way out. In some places beaver dams back water up where it is

not wanted. Destruction of a beaver dam rarely corrects the sit-

uation because the beaver almost always rebuild the dam. In some
such instances the water is said to have been kept below a harmful

level by means of a pipe inserted through the dam. The intake-end

should be 20 feet upstream from the dam and covered with large

boulders. Where it is desired to prevent beaver from cutting certain

trees, painting the trunks with creosote or inclosing them in heavy
woven wire to a height of four feet is said to have been effective.

Many owners of bottom land fear the damage tliat beaver may
do, and complain because of this fear rather than because of actual

damage. In areas where beaver do cause damage they can be re-

moved to a more suitable habitat, or the population can be reduced

by harvesting pelts of an appropriate number. Where beaver serve

a valuable purpose the life of each colony should be prolonged.
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MANAGEMENT

Management of beaver in Kansas has been geared to the number

of complaints. District Wardens are responsible for the methods

used in meeting complaints. These methods include: (1) Trans-

planting beaver from one area to another with no system of tagging

the animals or keeping records of the transplants; (2) trapping and

pelting beaver; (3) permitting certain trappers to take beaver in

areas from which complaints have been received; and (4) per-

mitting landowners to trap, shoot, or otherwise dispose of beaver.

This system results in an increasing number of complaints.

The author recommends that the state be divided into beaver

management areas, such as those suggested in Fig. 12. The For-

estry, Fish and Game Commission should increase the number of

trained persons in the Game Division and establish Furbearer Man-

agement as one duty, section or subdivision. The personnel of this

subdivision should ascertain (
1

)
the approximate number of beaver

in each area to be managed; (2) the rate of increase; (3) the causes

of mortality; and (4) the availability of food for beaver.

When this information has been obtained it may be apparent

that a fairly regular harvest is possible or necessary in some areas.

The harvest should be controlled by a flexible system of open and

closed areas. When a harvest in a given area is decided upon, the

landowner, or his agent, and an employee of the Game Department
can estimate the number of beaver appropriate to be trapped from

a given stream.

If the landowner or his agent elects to harvest the beaver himself

he should be licensed to catch the number agreed on and to retain

all of the proceeds. If he prefers that someone else harvest the

number agreed on, an employee of the Game Department, in years

when prices of beaver warrant departmental participation, should

do so—the Department receiving half of the proceeds and the land-

owner the other half.

By thus profiting financially from a natural resource, landowners

encourage and conserve beaver. Landowners weigh inconvenience

or damage caused by beaver against income from the sale of their

pelts and make fewer or no complaints to the Department.
In years when the price of beaver and/or their pelts is so low as

to make harvesting them unattractive, a few Demonstration Trap-

pers employed by the State Department can demonstrate effective

trapping techniques to landowners and tenants who complain that

beaver are causing damage. If the damage warrants, the person
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whose interests are damaged can trap and destroy offending beaver

under permit and so solve his own problems without governmental

subsidy. If the Game Department actvially needs beaver for trans-

planting, the Department, of course, should have first opportunity to

catch the unwanted beaver alive.

Some parts of the plan outlined above have worked well where

tried and have brought deserved public approval to the state

agency concerned because the plan (
1

)
increases the natural wealth

of the state, (
2

)
enables landowners and tenants to increase their

annual incomes, and (3) uses beaver to conserve water and to

improve habitat for fish and other game.

Transplanted beaver should be tagged. Tagging enables the

wildlife biologist to learn about migration, growth rate, sex ratio,

sizes, weights and other individual characteristics of beaver. In-

formation on these matters is useful in making and in administering

an economically profitable management plan. An educational pro-

gram to inform the public of the beaver's net worth economically

and ecologically as well as aesthetically would be of great value.

Money received from the sale of trapping licenses and possibly

some funds from the Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid program,

could be used for the establishment and maintenance of the needed

Furbearer Management Section.

What happens to the beaver populations in the future is mainly

up to the people of Kansas. An American tradition, one with legal

substance, is that wildlife is a public possession even though the

animals may live on private land. Therefore the ethical responsibili-

ties for conservation of wildlife rest with the people. They can do

the greatest service to their own interests and to those of Kansas by

insisting that their State Conservation Department employ adequate

personnel accurately to inventory the beaver population each sea-

son, employ trained research workers to study problems of manage-

ment, employ articulate persons to conduct a sound educational

program, and employ technically-trained persons to administer a

sound management plan under which the beaver will be wisely

used as one part of our renewable natural resources.

2—4990
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ECOLOGY

Habitat Requirements

In Kansas, most beaver live in one of two habitats. The first is

streams in which the year-around flow is so much that it makes the

impoundment of water by beaver dams either impossible or un-

necessary (Fig. 13). In such streams, when all other habitat re-

quirements are met, beaver tend to become more abundant per
mile of stream, less concentrated and to have larger home ranges

Fig. 13. The Wakarusa Ri\er is typical of streams in eastern Kansas, having
steep banks and long pools of deep water. In such streams beaver usually do
not build dams. Photo taken on November 11, 1959, approximately 2 miles
south and }i mile east of Iowa Street and 23rd Street of Lawrence, Douglas

County, Kansas.

than elsewhere in Kansas. In those streams it is difficult to dis-

tinguish colonies, if such exist. For example, along the Wakarusa
River in Douglas County, beaver tracks were found in each quarter
mile of a ten-mile stretch of that river, from a point 5 miles west

and 1/2 miles south of Iowa and 23rd streets, Lawrence, to a point
2 miles due south of Iowa and 23rd streets. Most of the large rivers

in eastern Kansas have beaver distributed in the fashion just de-

scribed.

The second habitat is shallow streams (Fig. 14) of slight flow,

like many in the western half of the state. On these, dams are

essential to the beaver. In Ellis Countv, in 1954, beaver fived in
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distinct colonies along the Smoky Hill River; any one colony was

approximately two miles by stream from the next consecutive colony.

An important requirement of the beaver is a permanent supply

of water, and without it, they die or migrate. If attacked by an

enemy wliile far from water, a beaver, though not helpless, is so

awkward that it is apt to be killed. For beaver permanently to

inhabit a stream, water equivalent to the flow through a one-inch

pipe must be present for at least ten months of the year (
Stains and

Baker, 1958:46).

Beaver shun areas where certain impurities are present in the

water. Oil pollution in streams often cause beaver to move or die.

/

Fig. 14. Tlie Cimarron Ri\er in Grant Count>- 18 miles north and 1 mile west

of Hugoton, Kansas. This type of river is typical of western Kansas. On
such streams beaver usually build dams that increase the depth of water in

which beaver swim and escape their enemies. Photo taken on July 23, 1959.

George Whitaker, District Warden, Atwood, Kansas, found several

dead beaver in a pond where the water had become polluted with

acid from fallen leaves. Also pollution by salt, sewage and certain

chemicals may discourage beaver from living on a stream.

Another habitat requirement of beaver is an adequate site for

constructing a lodge or burrow. In most places in Kansas beaver

live in bank burrows. The stability of the soil is significant in the

location of a colony. Many streams in Kansas have sandy banks

and sandy stream beds and unless a beaver is able to dig a burrow
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under the roots of a tree, the loose soil caves in and discourages the

animal. When a dam is built, shifting sand moving downstream
soon fills many ponds and the beaver are forced to relocate.

In flat, marshy areas where burrow sites are lacking, beaver

usually construct lodges in which to live.

Still another requirement of beaver is an adequate food supply
at the site of the colony. Willow and cottonwood constitute the

main plant species used for food and for construction purposes

by beaver in Kansas. Where cottonwood and willow are not found

in abundance, beaver feed on other plants growing along the

stream at the site of the colony.

Colony Organization and Behavior

The supposition that the beaver family consists of the parents,

yearlings and kits is widely accepted by most authorities (Denney,

1952). A colony consists of one or more families. The number of

individual animals per colony varies from 1 to 12 or more, depend-

ing upon conditions. In Michigan, Bradt (1947:18) found that in

57 colonies the average number of beaver per colony was 5.1.

Other workers agree that five is near the average number of indi-

viduals per colony. Because of the natural tendencies of beaver to

disperse, newer colonies consist of smaller numbers. An established

and active colony may consist of only one individual beaver. These

beaver were referred to by early trappers as "bachelor beaver."

The trappers believed that the beaver mated only once and for life

and if its mate were killed the remaining beaver would live by it-

self. This was not established and the reason for bachelor beaver

remains unknown. Some solitary beaver are disabled in one way
or another and may have been forced out of a colony or more likely

became solitary because unmated.

The life span of the beaver is not known. Morgan (
1868

) guessed
the life span to be between 12 and 15 years on the basis of reports

of Indians and trappers. Bradt (1938:159) reported that an indi-

vidual beaver was known to have lived 11 years. Age determina-

tion of beaver is difficult, especially after the animal has reached

maturity. Prior to maturity, the weight of the individual beaver

gives a fair indication of its age. Beaver weighing 12 pounds or

less are no more than one year old, 12 to 25 pounds two years old,

and 26 to 40 pounds three or more years old. After reaching matu-

rity the rate of increase and the weight both depend to a great

extent upon the individual characteristics of the animal.
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Obsen^ers are almost evenly divided as to whether or not beaver

are monogamous or polygamous (Denney, 1952:5). Studies indi-

cate that all age classes of beaver have a sex ratio that is about

equal. This suggests that beaver mate in pairs.

Beaver mate and have young when three years old. Breeding

takes place in January and February. The period of gestation is

not definitely known, but is thought to be between three and four

months. The young are born in May and June. The average

number of young per litter is four, but varies from one to six and

rarely to se\^en and eight. Older females produce larger litters than

younger females.

At birth a young, termed a kit, weighs one pound or slightly

less. Kits have downy fur, open eyes, and are able to swim a short

time after birth. According to Schwartz (1959:168), "Although

they [the young] are able to swim at once, they seldom come out

of the den until about 1 month old. Then they swim with their

mother who often carries them on her back in the water. The

female takes entire care of the kits until this time, but the male

soon returns to the family. The young are weaned when about

6 weeks old and weigh 4 pounds." They remain in their parents'

den for at least one year and then continue to live in the colony

but inhabit a different den. Grasse and Putnam (1950) and others

agree that the two-year-old young are driven from colonies con-

taining younger animals. On this forced migration beaver do not

always follow water courses. One beaver in Kansas was obtained

nine miles away from a water course. The distance traveled by
a migrating beaver is governed by the availability of unoccupied
areas having necessary habitat and also by the availability of

mates. Beaver generally disperse in late spring and early sum-

mer. Once the wandering beaver finds a suitable area and a

mate, the pair establishes a new colony.

Beaver are thought to communicate by several methods. One is

by slapping their tails against the water when danger is near. Ac-

cording to Ernest T. Seton (1937:478), beaver make several differ-

ent sounds each probably having a different meaning to their kind.

Castor mounds sometimes found along the banks of beaver ponds
are believed to serve a communication function. The mounds are

constructed of mud and small sticks, usually are dome shaped, and

are four to eight inches across at the base. Onto these mounds

beaver secrete castor which usually is dark red or maroon and has

a strong odor. Feces ordinarily are deposited in the water.
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Fig. 15. Beaver work in autumn
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in order to survive in winter.
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After a colony is established it may have several bank burrows.

One principal type of bank den has a tunnel leading from a sub-

merged entrance up to an underground chamber (Fig. 15) located

anywhere from six to fifty feet back in the bank above the water

level. The tunnel varies from twelve to thirty inches in diameter.

An occasional chamber is large enough to accommodate two grown
men sitting upright. In winter, beaver bring food into the chamber

and debris collects on the floor. The beaver enlarge the room by
further excavating from the ceiling and walls especially in spring.

The chamber often becomes so large that the roof caves in, leaving

a large hole in the ground. When this happens the beaver occupy-

ing the den are forced to dig another chamber, but when the cave-in

is not too extensive the beaver often repair the hole by covering
it with limbs and plastering the cracks shut with mud (Fig. 15).

Beaver continue to dig new tunnels and openings until some old

bank burrows may have several adjoining timnels each leading to a

living-chamber and such dens may have many openings both at

the water level and below.

Near a food cache beaver sometimes dig a feeding den, which is

merely a pocket under the bank where the beaver feed in conceal-

ment.

The average number of individuals per bank den is thought to

be four, but may vary according to season. With the advent of cold

Fig. 16. Typical beaver lodge. Photo taken on southeast cove of Gardner
Lake in Johnson County, Kansas, in January, 1960.
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weather beaver living in separate habitations often move into one

centrally-located den having access to deeper water where food is

usually stored. Perhaps these beaver benefit from the maintenance

of higher temperature more than would be possible if fewer animals

lived in the same den.

In Kansas, beaver lodges are constructed of limbs and poles of

Cottonwood and willow. The lodge shown in Figure 16 is typical.

It was dome shaped, eight feet in diameter, and four feet high. The

lodge was in a stand of willows growing in water less than one foot

deep. There were three openings from the chamber which was in

the center of the lodge above the water level. One entrance was

at a depth of 38 inches, and the other two were just under the sur-

face. Canals had been dug by the beaver to the deeper channel

located approximately 20 feet away on the south side of the lodge.

A third type of shelter in which beaver in Kansas sometimes live

is a combination of the lodge and the bank burrow. This false lodge
is a dome-shaped structure built by piling limbs and poles on or

against the shore of the stream. The beaver timnels through the

sticks and into the bank where the den is located. This type of false

lodge may originate from the repairs of a bank burrow that has

caved in. Many persons refer to this type of structure as a lodge.

By building dams, beaver impound water in ponds in streams that

would otherwise normally be only a few inches deep ( Fig. 17
)

. The

Fig. 17. Typical beaver dam that created a seven-acre pond where onl)- a

small stream had flowed previously. Photo taken by George Latham on Rock
Creek in Jefi^erson County, Kansas, in 1958.
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method of construction which beaver use in building dams always

appears to be the same. Branches of cottonwood and willow or

whatever species of usable plant is most available are cut and placed
on the bottom with the larger ends upstream. Mud and gravel, and
stones if available are put against the branches. Then other layers

of brush are placed upon the first, each in turn weighed down by
mud and gravel until the dam reaches the desired height. Most
beaver dams found in Kansas are less than four feet high.

At first the water leaks through the loosely-constructed dam, but

as the current brings down sediment and the beaver bring up more

Fig. 18. Beaver sometimes use material other than cottonwood and willow

to build dams. Here on Buck Creek in Jefferson County, Kansas, beaver

built this dam out of cornstalks and stones. Picture taken bv Leonard Bacon,
September 28, 1959.

mud from the stream bed and place the mud on the upper side and

crest, the dam soon begins to hold water and the pond fills. The

dam is kept in constant repair by the beaver. Old dams can some-

times be found with willow trees and other vegetation growing on

the top and downstream side.

Dams consisting wholly of mud or aquatic plants are sometimes

found in Kansas; these dams usually are in habitats where other

suitable building material is not abundant. The beaver dam shown

in Fig. 18 is constructed of corn stalks and stones. Occasionally

beaver use a fallen tree or piles of drift as a site for a dam. Beaver
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dams vary in length depending upon the site. Most dams are less

than 50 feet across, but other dams have been found that are several

hundred feet in length ( Fig. 19 ) .

Some dams are built straight across a stream, but others curve up
or down stream and still others are built in a wavy line across a

stream. There are stories extolling the excellent judgment of beaver

in building and locating dams. Nevertheless, many dams wash out

before completion or fail to impound the required amount of water.

The curvature of the dam is often caused by the swiftness of the

water as it passes through the gap prior to the completion.

Fig. 19. Beaver sometimes build secondary dams (one shown here) con-
nected to the major dam (out of sight to the right). These secondary dams
often extend for several hundred feet and are seldom more than two feet high.
Photo by George Latham on Rock Creek in Jefferson County, Kansas, in 1958.

A colony of beaver may build several dams depending upon their

needs. Dams and ponds are abandoned usually because the food

supply becomes exhausted. The time lapse before beaver occupy
the same area again depends upon the growth of a new food supply.
Warren (1927:46) found instances in which beaver drained the

water from their ponds. One opinion expressed is that such drain-

ing served sanitary purposes permitting the air and sun to purify the

bottom of the ponds.
From October to December members of a colony engage in a

combined effort to cut and store food for the winter. They cut trees
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that are usually less than six inches in diameter that often fall in the

direction of the stream as if planned that way by the animals. This

is probably because most trees naturally lean downhill toward the

water, and therefore fall that way. Wind may influence the direc-

tion in which the trees fall. Trees sometimes wedge against one

another and are left as waste although a wedge tree is often saved

by cutting the adjacent tree. Beaver have been found trapped or

killed by trees that they had cut.

To fell a tree, the beaver stands on its hind legs and grips the

bark with the sharp curved nails on its front feet. It spreads its

Fig. 20. A t>pi(.;il toud caclie oi willow and cottonwuod stored by beaver

for their winter food supply. Photo on the Saline Ri\er, Ellis County, Kansas,
November 25, 1959.

hind feet wide and braces itself with its tail. While the front teeth

drive into the wood like a holding fork, the lower teeth cut a deep
notch about three inches below. Then the bea\'er tears out the

chunk of wood between (after Piatt, 1957:52).

Beaver generally cut through a tree by working on one side. A

single beaver generally works on one tree, but it does not always

work on the same tree that it started on and it may cut nearly

through a tree and then abandon it.

After a tree is felled the branches are cut into suitable lengths for

transportation to the storage pile (Fig. 20). The food is stored from
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four to ten feet beneath the surface of the water near the shore and

den entrance. The beaver forces the first hiyer into the bottom and

entangles the other layers with the first. The green wood being

heavy tends to stay in place.

Beaver dig canals when necessary. The water in the canal makes

the beaver safer from enemies than would be the case if the water

were shallow. Such canals are used for transporting food in periods
of drought and to drain water from one area to another. Canals

vary in depth depending upon the situation. Canals are dug deeper
when ice covers them. A canal approximately 15 feet long and 5

feet wide, 2 miles west of Pittsburg, Crawford County, Kansas, was

dug by beaver and is used by them in traveling between two old

strip-mine lakes resulting from coal mining operations (according
to Charles A. Long, November, 1959).

In dragging limbs into the water, beaver often make deep paths.

Once in the water the food is floated and held by means of the

teeth as the animal swims to the food cache.

The size of the food cache varies with the number of individuals

in the colony and the amount of food available. During warm spells

in winter when their pond is free from ice, the beaver often venture

onto the bank and cut trees. When ice covers the pond the beaver

spend most of the time in the dry chambers of their dens and their

activity in general is greatly reduced. According to Schwartz

(1959:167), beaver swim about 2 miles an hour and have been

observed to swim continuously under water for /2 mile; they have

large lungs that hold a supply of air and an enlarged liver that

stores enough oxygenated blood to permit the beaver to stay under

water for 15 minutes at a time; in winter, beaver swim under the

ice, obtaining oxygen from air holes or from air trapped in pockets
between the ice and water. According to my own observations,

after all the food in a den is eaten a beaver swims out to the stored

food and brings some of it back to the den
( Fig. 15

)
. If the water

of a beaver pond is clear a person can often find dens in which
beaver are living by watching for the discarded limbs in front of

the entrances. These limbs are light yellow having had the bark

recently stripped from them.

Beaver apparently do not always store food in the form of a cache

as described. Sometimes they store great quantities of food under-

ground, an example of which was found by Tom Swearingen in the

winter of 1956 when he was trapping along the Grasshopper River

in Atchison County, Kansas. As he walked along the bank he fell
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through the roof of a beaver burrow and found a great quantity of

ears of corn and corn stalks stored m a chamber.

Beaver in some instances store no food and rely on food that they
obtain as needed from the shore. Feeding in this fashion may be

more common than elsewhere in the extreme southeastern parts of

the state where the normal winter temperatures remain high enough
to permit a stream to maintain an ice-free flow all year long.

Cottonwood and willow are the preferred foods of the beaver,

but in addition the following plants have been found cut and the

Fig. 21. When beaver begin to use up all the suitable food in an area they
sometimes gnaw on large trees. Shown here are several large cottonwood
trees that were flooded and ringed by beaver. Photo taken 6.3 miles west of

Cunningham, Pratt County, Kansas, in early spring of 1955 by Guido Smith.

bark eaten: Elm (Red, American and Chinese), Green Ash, Hack-

berry, Maple, Mulberry, Box Elder and Sycamore. Beaver occa-

sionally cut Hickory, Oak, Dogwood, Locust, Buttonbush, and Salt

Cedar, but these seemingly do not constitute an important source

of food.

In spring and summer beaver seem to depend less upon bark for

food and utilize aquatic plants and the tender green shoots of ter-

restial plants. Plants of this kind found cut by beaver are as fol-

lows: Ragweed, Pigweed, Sunflower, Smartweed, Cattail, Bulrushes,

Sedges, Corn, Maize and others found growing near the water's

edge. Cornfields bordering beaver colonies often have well-worn
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trails over which the beaver drag the corn stalks into the water.

Non-woody vegetation is estimated to constitute three-fifths of the

beaver's annual food.

Large trees as shown in Fig. 21 are sometimes gnawed on by
beaver in summer. The beaver did not seem to lack food in all

areas where such instances were recorded. Gnawing wears away
the ends of the evergrowing incisor teeth that otherwise would

grow so long as to cut into the lower jaw, block the mouth, and

cause the beaver to starve. Injury to the mouth or jaw of an occa-

sional beaver prevents his gnawing for a time and probably accounts

Fig. 22. This deer antler was found inside a tunnel leading to a beaver's den.

Microscopic examination of the tooth marks on the antler indicated that a small

rodent had gnawed the antler nearly in two. The antler was found on Janu-

ary 9, 1960, along Mud Creek approximately 1 mile north of Midland in

Douglas County, Kansas.

for overgrown incisors found in dead beaver in nature (see Honess

and Winter, 1956).

Bradt (1947:33) found that in Michigan one beaver would cut

216 aspen trees per year. He calculated that one acre of aspen
could support an average colony of beaver from one year to two

and one-half years, depending upon circumstances. Cottonwood

belonging to the same genus as the aspen should have comparable
food value, depending upon the type of soil in which it is growing.

Bailey (1927:33) found that an aspen one inch in diameter pro-
vided enough food for a captive beaver for one night.
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Beaver often are accused of eating fish, especially when remains

of fish are found at the site of a beaver colony. No proof of beaver

eating fish has been recorded in Kansas. Circumstantial evidence

that beavers do so can usually be traced to mink, raccoon or other

carnivorous animals that inhabit the same areas as beaver. In Jan-

uary, 1960, a deer antler (Fig. 22), gnawed almost in two, was found

in a beaver den. Antlers of deer often are eaten bv small rodents;

the calcium content of antlers is high.

Evaluation of a habitat for beaver should be based upon the

supply of suitable food within 200 feet of deep water—the nearer to

the water, the better. Danger of predation increases with distance

the beaver has to travel to obtain food. Beaver tend to utilize small

trees more completely than larger trees and those with smooth

bark are eaten more completely than those with rough bark.

Once established a beaver colony remains in a given area as long
as the colony is undisturbed and as long as the food supply lasts.

When the food supply is almost exhausted beaver gnaw on large

trees and even chew on dead trees felled previously. Eventually
the beaver either migrate to a more suitable area or die of disease

possibly resulting from malnutrition. Willow and cottonwood

(Figs. 23, 24) are fast-growing plants, and sprouts from cut stumps,

plus new plants, may furnish enough food to support a colony for

a period of seven to ten years after the last of the plants are cut

that were present when the beaver first took up residence there.

Climate in Kansas seems not to be a critical factor in the life of

the beaver providing all other requirements of a suitable habitat are

present. Nevertheless, weather extremes can adversely affect local

populations of beaver and may reduce their numbers. Drought
tends to crowd beaver and therefore causes hardship. Floods oc-

curring in late spring and early sinumer often cause bank dens to

cave in and kill the young occupants. Floods in late autumn can

wash food caches downstream and may create a food shortage for

beaver in winter.

The late Dr. L. D. Wooster prepared the data in Table 4 on an-

nual rainfall at Hays, Ellis Count\-, Kansas, for the years 1868

through 1959. As shown, droughts in Kansas generally last an

average of 5/-; years, followed by a mixed period which lasts for an

average of 11 years and then a 5/2 year period of above average

precipitation, followed by another drought period. Such known
weather cycles make long-range planning possible in game manage-
ment, including regulation of number of colonies of beaver.
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Fig. 23. Not all trees cut down by beaver are killed. Cottonwood often

send up new shoots. Photo on November 27, 1959, % mile east of Cedar
Bluffs Reservoir Dam, Trego County, Kansas.

Fig. 24. Dead stump of cottonwood cut by beaver is shown at left. The
stump at right lived and sent up new shoots that later were used by beaver for

food. Photo on November 27, 1959, /4 mile east of Cedar Bluffs Reservoir

Dam, Trego County, Kansas.
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Table 4.—Precipitation Records at Hays, Kansas, From 1868 to 1959,
Inclusive (After Wooster, 1959).

Average Annual Rainfall—about 23 inches

Years
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The beaver often creates favorable conditions for many other

kinds of animals that, with few exceptions, live harmoniously within

the beaver's realm. The muskrat is nearly always found living

within or close to beaver colonies. The habits of the two animals

are similiar yet they appear to live in the same area without con-

flict. Colonies of beaver often are situated close to dwellings of

man, or are near places frequented by him and unless molested

the beaver remain. In fact, some Kansas landowners have found

it difficult to discourage beaver by intensively molesting them and

by destroying the dams built by beaver.

Mortality Factors

Occasionally Game Protectors report a beaver die-off in their dis-

tricts, but the causes of death of the beaver in such cases in Kansas

have nexer been determined, or at least recorded. In other states

beaver have been found to die from tularemia and rabies. Prob-

ably other diseases kill beaver. Kansas needs a pathology labora-

tory where diseases of wildlife could be recorded and studied.

Predators account for some beaver mortality. Coyotes have been

known to prey on beaver. Bobcats are found in some parts of

Kansas and remains of beaver have been found in the stomachs

of bobcats in other states. Mink are found in the same areas as

beaver, and Swank, according to Denney (1952:8), presumably
in West Virginia, found evidence of mink killing beaver. Domestic

dogs wandering along streams often kill beaver. However, beaver

mortality due to predation is probably of slight importance as a

controlling factor to the over-all population of beaver. Destruc-

tion of habitat, man's influence otherwise, and extremes of the cli-

mate are more important factors.

Parasites would be considered in a thorough study of mortality
factors. Of the ectoparasites, no fleas were found by me. Beaver

normally have small beetles, PlatypsijUa castoris, living in the fur.

TRAPPING AND PELTING

Knowledge of Habits—Traps and Equipment

Trapping beaver requires a great deal of physical labor as well

as thorough and intimate knowledge of the animal's habits. Skill

in trapping and in preparing the pelt is acquired slowly and ex-

perience is the best teacher. The beaver is one of the most difficult

furbearers to skin. The techniques described beyond should serve

as a basic guide for the amateur beaver trapper.

Having studied the life history and ecology of beaver, a trapper
should then familiarize himself with the state laws pertaining to
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beaver trapping. The season for trapping beaver in Kansas is set

each year in late August or early September by the Kansas Forestry,

Fish and Game Commission. Each person having a trapper's li-

cense is entitled to 20 traps, which must be attended or visited each

day. Dens, lodges and dams of beaver must not be destroyed.

In order to be sure that he will be welcome on the land where

he wishes to trap, the trapper should obtain permission from the

owner of the land before entering thereon. He should respect the

privilege which the landowner grants, by shutting gates, by not

driving over fields that might be damaged, and above all by restrict-

ing the use of firearms to his actual needs in connection with trap-

ping. Observation of these rules will go far to make the beaver

ti^apper welcome in another year.

JAWS

SPRING

Fig. 25. Diagram of a double-spring steel trap and its main parts. X ap-
proximately Vo-

The trap ( Fig. 25
)

is the basic item needed to catch beaver.

Traps should be large enough to catch beaver high on the leg and

thus decrease the chance of "wring-offs." Traps that can be used

for beaver trapping include Numbers 48, 44, 14 and 4/2. Number
14 is ideal. Beaver are caught in numbers three and four coyote

traps by many Kansas trappers but the chances of misses or wring-

offs are so great with these traps that it does not pay to use them.

Traps should have about four feet of chain and a trapper should

have five to eight feet of number nine wire per trap in case it is

needed. New traps can be purchased from mail-order houses or

jobbers in trapping supplies at prices ranging from $14.95 each for

the Number 4/2 trap to the more popular Number 14 Jump trap that

sells for $5.00 each.
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A new type of trap, the "Conibear," developed by Frank Coni-

bear, is manufactured by a well-known trap manufacturer and

has been on the market a short time. Number 330 is designed to

take beaver and is reported to work well in runway sets and den

sets. This trap was designed as a more humane type than are most

other types of traps used for catching furbearers. The Conibear

trap kills the animal quickly. That trap has to be set differently than

other traps and for that reason experienced trappers are reluctant

to change from traps with which they are familiar, but the Conibear

trap probably will gain acceptance and use in time.

In addition to traps, the equipment of a beaver trapper should

include an axe for cutting and driving stakes, hip boots, and a .22

cal. pistol. Scent can be of great advantage to the trapper. The

basic ingredients are ground castor glands. These glands are

located at the base of the tail as shown in Fig. 26. They contain

CASTORS

REPRODUCTIVE
CANAL

Fig. 26. Showing location of castor glands, oil sacs, reproductive canal and
cloaca.

castoreum, which has a commercial value as a perfume base. The

glands not used by the trapper should be stored to dry and later

sold with the pelts.

Trapping

The "trap shy" or three-legged beaver is infinitely wiser than one

which is not aware of the danger of a steel trap. Whenever possible

the trap should be set so that the captured animal will drown

quickly. One of the most important considerations is to set the

trap off center in the path that the beaver is expected to take, be-

cause the beaver while walking or swimming places its feet on the
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outer edge of the path and if the trap is set in the center of the

trail, the beaver might spring the trap without getting caught or the

trap might grip insecurely permitting him to twist his leg free from

the trap.

Beaver tracks
(
see Fig. 27 )

have a characteristic shape but many
are slightly modified by the impressions of a beaver tail that has

been dragged across the tracks.

The trapper should remember when setting a trap that it is

better to catch a beaver by the hind foot than by the front foot.

Wring-offs are less likely if the trap catches a hind foot. The

trapper should not set too many traps. Two or three carefully-

FiG. 27. Tracks of beaver. Front foot (f) Hind foot (h). Vertical line at

right represents one inch. Tracks of the hind feet of large beaver are more
than 4 inches long. The impression of the tail is wide and in a fairly straight
hne. Marks of the hind toes point inward as shown in the lower part of the

figure.

placed traps will catch as many or more beaver than a dozen traps

scattered about haphazardly.
Several methods of placing traps have merit. Three proven

methods for catching beaver in steel traps in Kansas are explained

beyond. One is to place traps in runways, canals, feeding areas,

slides, trails or other places where beaver naturally travel (Fig.

28). In any of these areas the trap should be placed under water

on a solid footing, with the jaws of the trap parallel to the line of

travel. If long-spring traps are used the springs or "ears" should

be placed at an angle to the jaws. The trap should be 6 to 8 inches

out from the bank where the beaver will swim over it and hit the

pan with one of his hind feet as he places his front feet on the

bank. Once in place the trap should be covered with water-soaked
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Fig. 28. Traps are generally set in dens (A), feeding areas along the shore

line ( B ) ,
or in trails that lead from the water to the logging areas ( C ) .

leaves; all sizable debris floating nearby should be removed from

the water.

A stake three to four inches in diameter should be driven se-

curely into the stream bed, a short distance from the bank in water

at least three feet deep. After the trap is in place a strand of

number nine wire should be attached to the ring of the trap chain

and to the stake. As soon as the animal is caught, it usually dives

for deep water and in most instances the weight of the trap pulls

the beaver under and quickly drowns it. If traps of light weight
are used, an additional weight of ten to fifteen pounds should be

attached to the trap to insure drowning.
If conditions at the trap site make it impossible to drown the

animal, the trap should be visited more frequently. A shot from a

.22 pistol in the ear or the top of the head will quickly dispatch

the animal with a minimum of damage to the pelt.

A combination of scent and bait used at the above type of set

often proves effective. A fresh green limb cut from a cottonwood

should be stuck in the bank above the trap (see Fig. 29). Peal

the bark back three to four inches with a knife, then rub the castor

gland over the pealed portion of the stick. The first beaver that
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Fig. 29. One of the most popular trap-sets used in Kansas for taking beaver
is shown in this drawing. Beaver generally keep the ice open in a small area

(A) near shore. Beaver break the ice from the underside by striking their

heads against it. When such a place is found a green limb ( B ) from the upper
branches of a young cottonwood tree should be placed just above the water

level, and scent is sometimes placed on the limb to attract the beaver. The
trap ( C ) is placed on a shelf about 2 feet below the water surface and is se-

cured to a holding pole ( D ) .

Fig. 30. Underwater view showing trap stake (A) in deep water, (B) posi-
tion of trap in relation to tunnel and den, and food cache ( C ) .

swims nearb)' likely will be attracted to the bait and get caught in

the trap.

The second method often used by Kansas beaver trappers is

referred to as a den set. The trap should be placed three to four
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Fig. 31. Traps set under ice. (A) Fresh cottonwood log 6" in diameter used
as bait. (B) Den. (C) Holding pole. (D) Food cache.

inches under water where the beaver leaves the water in order to

enter the hving chamber. This particular set is the one most

likely to catch beaver, but to place the trap in the proper position

often entails hardship for the trapper. If the burrow leading to

the living chamber is in such a position as to prevent the trapper

from placing the trap as in Fig. 30, the trap should be placed at

the entrance of the den. If the entrance is in deep water the

trap can be lowered into position on a forked stick or pole. To
ensure that a trap is in the proper place, two traps are sometimes

used.

In late winter, when the beaver's pelt is at the peak of primeness
and of maximum value, streams and rivers often are covered with

ice. Then a third method, to catch beaver under the ice, is usually

used. First chop a hole about a foot and one-half in diameter

through the ice, preferably between the den and the food cache.

Then select a green cottonwood pole five to six inches in diameter

and several feet long. It should be driven into the stream bed

nearly vertically. Two traps should be used. By means of wire

attached to the trap rings, lower the traps so that one rests on each

side of the base of the pole. Run the other end of each wire

under the ice and through another hole and attach the wire to a

small pole as shown in Fig. 31. When feeding on the fresh cotton-

wood bark a beaver will almost certainly step into one or both of

the traps, will be caught, and will then drown.
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Pelting

Beaver can be skinned almost anywhere; if a large beaver is

caught at a distance from a road, it is usually easiest to skin the

animal on the spot rather than carry it back. If the beaver is

Fig. 32. The first step in skinning a beaver is to remove the tail and feet.

X Mo.

brought in, the work of skinning can be greatly reduced if a trough
of comfortable height is constructed as shown in Fig. 34 (Hay and

Rutherford, 1956:10).

Experienced trappers usually use a minimum of two knives in

Fig. 33. The second step in skinning a beaver is to shave the pelt from the

body leaving as little fat as possible on the pelt. X Mo-
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the skinning process including one five- to six-inch hide-knife and a

smaller narrow-bladed knife for splitting the skin along the belly.

A hand axe can be used for removing the feet and tail. A sharpen-

ing steel and a carborundum stone are aids in keeping the knives

dressed. The importance of keeping skinning knives sharp can-

not be overemphasized.
The pelt of a beaver cannot be pulled off; every square inch must

be separated from the carcass by means of a knife, because of an

intervening layer of tough fat adhering to both flesh and skin. Un-

skilled individuals leave fat and flesh on the pelt and such pelts

are graded down by the fur buyer.

Fig. 34. Shown here is the equipment necessary to trap and skin bea\er, and
properly to stretch their pelts. Equipment includes skinning trough, trap, wire,
hammer, hatchet, comb, pliers, knives, sharpening steel, carborundum stone,

oil, nails, and stretching board.
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The beaver is skinned "open" ratlier than "cased" as are most

other furbearers, for example, muskrat, mink, and skunk. The
first step in the skinning process is to cut off all four feet at the

first joint and then cut off the tail as shown in Fig. 32. Then cut

the skin longitudinally from the tail along the abdomen to the

mouth.

Next begin "shaving" the skin from the carcass Fig. 33. The pelt

must be constantly gripped and pidled taut while the knife is be-

ing applied. The most difficult areas are those around the legs,

eyes and ears. The beaver should be skinned to the middle of the

back and then turned over and worked on from the other side.

Stretching

Boards for stretching the skins should be 38 to 50 inches square
and constructed of relatively knot-free lumber. Circular rings

(Fig. 34) of different colors can be inscribed about an inch apart on

the boards to serve as guides for stretching any given pelt in the

proper circular shape. A claw hammer and a supply of six- or eight-

penny box nails should be used to stretch the pelts for drying.

Fig. 35 shows the stages of stretching the pelt. After the size of

the pelt has been determined, start the nails as shown. The nose,

lips and flaps around the tail are pegged out beyond the ring.

Then nail the skin to the board. The stretched pelt should have

nails about one inch apart and should not be stretched drum tight,

because that would make it appear to be lightly furred. Conversely
a pelt that is so loosely spread as to move around on the board

and be flabby is too loose. If a pelt is either too loose or too taut

it is best to pull the nails and reset them as necessary to increase

or decrease tension on the pelt. After the pelt is stretched, the

hind-leg holes can be nailed shut and the nose, lips, and tail flaps,

which were pegged out, can be trimmed off.

Stretched pelts should be stored for drying in a shady place

having plenty of air circulation. They should never be dried in

the sun. When the areas around the legs and ears feel dry and

hard, the pelt can be removed from the board. The fur should

be brushed to remove dirt and loose fur. When the pelts are

stored after being removed from the boards, it is a good idea to

lay a stretching board on top of the stack to prevent the edges of

the hides from curling. The pelts should be stacked with the

furred sides together or the skinned sides together; the skin side
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of one pelt should not be stacked against the fur side of another.

A list of Kansas fur dealers can be obtained by writing to the

Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Commission at Pratt, Kansas.

Beaver pelts are classified according to grade and size when sold

on the New York market, and local fur buyers can well follow the

same system.

Grade (quality) refers to condition of pelt, namely to degree of

primeness, presence or absence of cuts, symmetry of stretched pelt,

etc. Grades are No. 1 and No. 2 and "variously damaged."

Fig. 35. The first step in nailing a pelt is to determine the size that the skin

will be when stretched. Start nails as shown in A. In the second step ( B )

nails are placed about six inches apart around the entire skin on the selected

ring. Excess skin around the nose, lips and base of tail is pulled out beyond
the ring and nailed as shown in C. In the final step ( D ) nails are placed an

inch apart and the hind-leg holes have been nailed shut.
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Fig. 36. Measuring a beaver pelt (from Stains and Baker, 1958: PI. 2).

Size (
in inches

)
is determined by adding the length and width of

a pelt (
see Fig. 36

)
. Sizes are as follows:

Superblanket 70 inches and more

Blanket 65-70 inches

Extra large 60-65 inches

Large . . 55-60 inches

Large medium 50-55 inches

Medium 45-50 inches

Small 45 inches and less
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An "average lot" of pelts consists of approximately 12 per cent of

Superblanket and Blanket, 20 per cent Extra large, 25 per cent

Large, 18 per cent Large medium, 15 per cent Medium, and 10 per

cent Small. Prices (see Table 3 on page 26) commonly are figured

on the basis of blanket size of No. 1 grade; superblankets are more;

smaller sizes are less. For pelts of the same grade, an "average lot"

sells for about a fourth less per pelt than the blanket size.

RECIPES

The meat of the beaver was relished by early fur trappers and

settlers. The tail, resembling fat pork in taste, was considered

a delicacy by the American Indians.

In preparing the beaver, remove as much fat as possible from

the carcass before cooking as both the flavor and odor of the fat

are objectionable. Swank (1949:59-60) gives several recipes for

preparing beaver as follows:

Fried Beaver

Remove fat and cut beaver into pieces as you would fowl. Soak overnight

in cold water, drain. Cook until tender in a pot with a small amount of

water and a piece of bacon. Season and brown in bacon or cooking fat. This

is recommended for small animals only. Wild rice, grapefruit salad and water-

cress with oil and vinegar dressing add a proper touch to the meal.

Atlanta Special

Remove nearly all the fat from the beaver. Cut up as you do rabbit. Soak

overnight in salt water. Parboil until about half cooked with one bay leaf,

two medium onions, and garlic. Celery leaves can be added or not. Drain,

roll in flour, and brown in hot fat; season with salt and pepper. Bake in cov-

ered pan in a moderate oven until tender. Gravy can be made from the drip-

pings.

Alf Robinson, well-known Kansas conservationist, contributed the

following recipe:

Robinsons Roast Beaver

Remove all surface fat from beaver. Cover meat with a weak solution of

soda and water ( 1 teaspoon soda to 1 quart water ) . Parboil for about ten

minutes. Drain, and stuff chest cavity with dressing, cover with sliced onions,

strips of bacon and roast in moderately hot oven until well done.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In most places beaver benefit man and should be encouraged

in suitable habitat. In a few places the activities of beaver interfere

with some of man's undertakings, and there the beaver can be re-

duced in number or removed. Because beaver in general are a

valuable natural resource (pages 25-28), it is recommended that:

( 1 )
The state be divided into beaver management areas

(
see

pages 31-33 and Fig. 12).

(2) The landowner, or his agent, and an employee of the

Forestry, Fish and Game Department in autumn estimate the

number of beaver appropriate to trap in the succeeding late

winter and early spring.

(3) If the landowner, or his agent, elects to harvest the

beaver himself he should be licensed to catch the number agreed
on and to retain all of the proceeds.

(4) If the landowner or his agent requests that someone else

harvest the number agreed on, an employee of the Forestry, Fish

and Game Department should do so on a 50-50 share-crop basis

as between the Department and the landowner, in years when

prices of beaver warrant departmental participation.

(5) In years when the prices of beaver and/or their pelts are

so low as to make harvesting them unattractive, a few Demon-
stration Trappers employed by the State Department can demon-

strate effective trapping techniques to those landowners and/or
their tenants who need to remove beaver, so that they, under per-

mit, can remove the beaver except as the Department may choose

to catch them for transplanting.
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Table 5.—Kansas Streams Arranged by Counties (after Schoewe, 1951).
An Asterisk (

*
) Indicates Presence of Beaver on Streams. In Several

OF Those Counties Beaver May Be Present on Other Streams.

ALLEN COUNTY

Big
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CHEYENNE COUNTY

*Arikaree River
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COMANCHE COUNTY

Bluff
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Appanoose
*Baldwin
*Captain
[Chicken]
*Cole

[Coleman]
*Coon
[Coon]
*Deer
Drv Branch Deer

[''Arkansas River]
Big Coon

Bachelor
Clear
Coon
Elk
*Elk River
*Fall River
Fall River?
Ham

*Big
["Big Timber]
*Duck
*Eagle

Alum
Ash
Blood
Bluff

Buffalo
Clear
Cow

•'Arkansas River

''Arkansas River

Big Coon
Coon
Cow

Appanoose
Coal

Eightmile, Eight Mile

Eightmile, Eight Mile

DOUGLAS COUNTY
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GEARY COUNTY

Breakneck Canyon
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HARPER COUNTY

Bachelor
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JEWELL COUNTY

Buffalo
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LEAVENWORTH COUNTY

Ashby
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LYON COUNTY

Allen
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MIAMI COUNTY

Bell
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MORRIS COUNTY

Big John
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OSAGE COUNTY

Beach
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Sand

PRATT COUNTY
'South Fork

Ninnescah River

RAWLINS COUNTY

Turkey
Turkey

*Beaver
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ROOKS COUNTY

Bow
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*Big Soldier

Blacksmith

Bourbony
Burys
Cow
Cross
Deer
Deer

Halfday
Indian

SHAWNEE COUNTY
''Kansas River
Litde Muddy
Little Soldier

Lynn
Mission

Muddy
Post

Shonganunga,
Shunganunga

Sixmile

Stinson

Stowbridge
Tecuniseh
Vassar
Wade
^Wakarusa River
Walnut
Whetstone

Bow^
*North Fork

Solomon River
*Prairie Dog

SHERIDAN COUNTY

*Saline River
Sand
South Bow

SHERMAN COUNTY

*South Fork
Solomon River

Spring Brook

*Beaver
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SUMNER COUNTY

Antelope
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WASHINGTON COUNTY

Ash
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